Why sit on
the fence?
Creative collaboration between
Mayflower Community Academy and Shred Creative.

A story about a community school
and how it uses its school improvement
focused ‘Waves of Engagement’ to
facilitate learning.
Mayflower Community Academy’s ‘5 Waves of Engagement’ set out
to plot the progressive range of deliberate actions that the Academy
takes to improve life chances and facilitate learning throughout its
community. The ‘Waves of Engagement’ are a holistic measure that goes
beyond the ordinary goal of most schools… ‘improving pupil outcomes’.
The waves offer a form of moral compass by which the Academy can
measure its effectiveness and impact. The outcomes of these measures
can then be used to target resources to unlock talents and interests in
line with the community’s bespoke need.
The Waves of Engagement demonstrate that the Academy promotes
learning as a life-long inclusive process, which thrives most when
viewed as a partnership between staff, parents, carers, pupils, crossindustry partners and expert agencies.
Each partner is viewed as having an equal weight in how they influence
and enable learning for pupils and their families. At Mayflower, each
wave requires considerable attention both within its longer term
operational plans as well as daily and deliberate actions. All partners
are encouraged to 100% sign up as well as step up to improving the life
chances of pupils and their families.
The Academy aims to link with cross-industry partners to attract:
1) energy 2) interest 3) income
into its community, which in turn generates increased access to,
1) time 2) space 3) resources 4) expertise
for learning to thrive.
Mayflower Community Academy views the fundamental ‘Waves of
Engagement’ as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Early family engagement with learning
Deliberate attendance at school
Engagement in learning and widening experiences
Accelerating progress and deepening understanding
Enabling others

Why build a community front-facing
illustration detailing Mayflower’s Waves
of Engagement?
Staff use Mayflower’s Waves of Engagement headings to measure the
effectiveness of the Academy and its approach to school and community
improvement. Therefore, staff were keen to bring real life examples of
these waves of engagement to the community’s attention. Shred Creative
won the tender, as a creative local firm who share Mayflower’s innovative
vision, to bring together talented creatives from across the world and
to shine a light on Mayflower’s approach to school and community
improvement. In order to create a showpiece that added visual worth
to Mayflower’s site frontage, staff, pupils and parents worked together
to select their favourite illustrators. Each of the successful illustrators
were then allocated a Wave of Engagement to represent. Each illustrator
was then commissioned to design illustrations which, in their eyes,
represented their allocated wave of engagement.
Each illustrator’s design is uniquely dialled into the overall vision of
each individual Wave of Engagement. They have brought their style
and interpretation of how each Wave is represented at Mayflower.
Each illustrator has carefully considered how best to visually represent
Mayflower’s ultimate goal…to improve the life chances of pupils and
their families.
In time, each design will be updated and handed over to local community
members who will then be able to offer real life examples of each wave
in action and how it has impacted on both their own as well as their
peer’s lives.
The illustrations have been deliberately designed to create interest,
agitate onlookers, inspire curiosity, bring creative energy and action to
the forefront of the community. None of the selected illustrators have
ever worked in collaboration with an educational setting before. This
cross industry project is a first of its kind.
Staff invite community members to find and attach their own meaning
to each of the Waves of Engagement and the corresponding illustration
boards. The greater number of real life examples and representations
of each wave we can find within local people’s lives, the more powerful
each Wave of Engagement will become.
The illustrations should be viewed as both tangible as well as abstract
community reference points which serve to ignite meaningful
conversation related directly to Mayflower’s ethos and strap line
‘Together we can…’

BRIDGING THE GAP
Learning Ethos
SHRED CREATIVE

Putting art and design into a community is often scoffed at as a “waste
of money”. Basic services like housing, heating, water and waste should
always rightfully come first but as humans we often fail to realise the
significance of our own mental well being and the well-being of those
we care for. If a smile from a stranger can brighten a day then the
power of bringing creative people together to do something within a
community can lift the spirit of all of the people within that community.
In the places where people travel the least we should make the most
effort to enhance the surroundings; to give everyone something to
smile about.
A positive, vibrant, colourful and happy community can achieve great
things together. .

WAVE 1

Family Engagement
JULIA IGNAT

Julia’s passion for doodling with pen and pencil started at an early
age, powered by her creative family. During her teens she followed
her parents’ advice and went to art school. Little did she know that 10
years later she’d be graduating with a Bachelors and Masters degree
from the Visual Art Graphics Department at the University of Fine Arts
in Bucharest, Romania. Stories like Alice in Wonderland, The Wizard
of Oz, and The Little Prince ignite her imagination and thus influence
her creative decision to illustrate high impact perspectives on global
education, feminism, gender equality and cultural diversity in a playful,
light yet stylistically sophisticated manner.

WAVE 2
Attendance

WESLEY ROBINS

Wesley Robins is a freelance Illustrator and Designer from London. He
graduated from Kingston University with a BA Hons First Class Degree
in Illustration and Animation. His first graphic novel Ascent (written by
Jed Mercurio) was published in 2011 by Jonathan Cape. Since then he has
worked extensively with BPE Int Ltd on their ‘Cardooo’ range, creating
the ‘Journey Buddies’ series and a set of 14 age cards for Clintons.

WAVE 3

Engagement In Learning
LOCH NESS

Loch Ness is a Bristol based Illustrator and Urban Artist specialising
in psychedelic and surreal imagery. His unique characters playfully
disorientate you to a place that oozes a twisted harmony and Zen. Come
fall down the monster rabbit hole into a dream-like dimension where
anything is possible and colour has no boundaries. Taking the viewer on
a trippy ride of banjo playing, guitar strumming, monster drumming feel
good absurdity. He’s worked on a wide range of clients including BBC
Radio 6 Music, TATE Britain, Teenage Cancer Trust, Rip Curl, Posca,
Red Cross, Smart Car, BBC DIY SOS, Red Bull, Glastonbury and Nass
Festival. His work has also featured in publications such as Computer
Arts, Imagine FX and Digital Artist Magazine.

WAVE 4

Accelerating Progress
ASHWIN CHACKO

Ashwin is a Dublin based storyteller & illustrator with a background in
animation and design. His art is heavily influenced by contemporary
culture and is rooted in his love of comics, tattoo art and street art. His
favourite aspect is using a mix of illustration and typography to create
his own spin on the story being told. His versatile style uses a variety of
mediums from hand painting, inking to digital art. He has worked with
a variety of brands including Nike, Vans King Features Syndicate, Tayto
Park etc.

WAVE 5

Community Development
RORY WALKER

Rory is an artist and Illustrator based in Bristol, UK. Since leaving
Falmouth College of Arts many years ago (and Brighton University
more recently), he put his mark on many aspects of illustrative artwork
for clients all over the world.
He’s worked for video games companies designing 2d artwork and
textures, created album artwork for record labels, designed T-Shirts
and posters for bands and gig-nights, drawn children’s books, illustrated
educational books, filled the pages of magazines with editorial work,
worked with graphic design agencies, advertising agencies, media
companies, web companies and film makers.

WELCOME
Creative Learning
STACEY JAY KELLY

Stacey Jay Kelly is an English illustrator who began digital design as
part of a travelling T-shirt printing company. Creating custom digital
artwork in the presence of customers accelerated the performance
of her imagination. Stacey then became involved with several street
art organisations, creating large street art at city events using fully
biodegradable materials. Stacey then studied Animation & Illustration
developing her digital art skills and fuelling a wider knowledge of
creative formats. She can now apply these skills to a range of mediums
from inventing character designs to educational infographics. Her
interest in presenting information visually landed Stacey within the
BBC Learning infographics team. It was here that her knowledge of
contemporary vector design was amplified and her imagination became
fully integrated with digital techniques. Working under the title Pixel
Initiative, Stacey has built a worldwide roster of clients and has a vivid
understanding of audience driven illustration. Although she is effective
within the confines of a trend-bound style guide, Stacey is also able
to make bold steps that challenge archetypal boundaries. She loves
illustrating stories and game concepts and the amalgamation of fine
drawing skills and design software, allowed her to realise her dream of
becoming a full time artist.

www.mayfloweracademy.org

www.shredcreative.com

